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A prototypepositroncamerahasbeenconstructedconsistingof two highdensityavalanche
chamber (HIDAC) detectors operated in coincidence with a resolving time (2r) of 40 nsec. The
detectors are multiwire chambers, with specially constructed lead converters added to
improvethe photondetectionefficiencyat 511 keV.ThecurrentHIDACdetectorshavea
singles efficiency of @â€”12%,a sensitive area of 31 x 31 cm and an intrinsic spatial resolution
of <2 mmfull widthat halfmaximum(FWHM).Duringdataacquisition,the detectorsare
rotatedaroundthe patientin orderto collecta completeangulardataset.A three-dimensional
image of the positron distribution is reconstructed from a single scan by weighted
backprojectionof the data into a matrixof either64 x 64 x 64 or 128 x 128 x 16 voxels.
Thecamerapoint responsefunctionis deconvolvedby frequency-spacefiltering.Corrections
aremadeduringbackprojectionboth for photonattenuationandfor spatialvariationsin point
source sensitivity. The reconstructed image is fUrther corrected for contributions from
acodentalandscatteredcoincidencesanddisplayedas a sequenceof two-dimensional
transverse,sagittal,or coronalsections.Inaddition,three-dimensionaldisplayis available
using shaded graphics techniques. The prototype camera is currently undergoing clinical
evaluation.
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he multiwire proportional chamber was first used
to image positron-emitting radioisotopes for medical
applications in the midseventies (1,2). Since then, a
number of groups have investigated methods both to
improve the intrinsic sensitivity for detection of 511
keY photons and to reduce the coincidence resolving
time. All these methods are based on the photoelectric
conversion of an incident 511-keY photon and the
subsequent detection ofthe photoelectron by ionization
in the gas-filled wire chamber. The low conversion
probability of the unpressunized wire chamber is in
creased by adding to the chambers converters of high
density and high atomic number, the actual design of
the converters varies from group to group. Different
approaches include corrugated lead sheets (1), fused
lead-glass tubes (3), etched lead cathodes (4), stacks of
wire meshes (5), and multilayered stacks of lead and
fiberglass perforated with small holes produced by
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chemical etching(6) or drilhing(7). The perforations in
the multilayered stacks improve the photoelectron es
cape probability by increasing the surface to volume
ratio. However, the thicker converters, while offering
both higher sensitivity and spatial resolution than in
dividual lead sheets, reduce the temporal resolution of
the detector because of the time required to extract the
ionization products from the holes. The optimal config
uration is finally a compromise of sensitivity, spatial
and temporal resolution.

The camera described in this report is based on the
high density avalanche chamber (HIDAC) detector (8)
for which the photon converters are constructed by
drilling stacks oflead and fiberglass. Two such HIDAC
detectors, mounted on a rotating gantry, can be open
ated in coincidence as a positron camera, performing a
complete rotation around the patient during a scan.
The data are subsequently backpnojected into a three
dimensional matrix and corrected for accidental coin
cidences, variable point source sensitivity, isotope decay
and photon attenuation. A three-dimensional, fre
quency-space filtering operation deconvolves the effect
of the camera point response function (9) and necon
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structs up to 64 transaxial sections through the patient.
After subtraction of the background due to scattered
photons, transaxial, sagittal, or frontal sections through
the radioisotope distribution are displayed. As an alter
native display modality, shaded graphics techniques
may be used to visualize three-dimensional surfaces
that correspond to distinct levels ofradioisotope uptake.
Some specific applications will be presented.

DESCRIPTION OF ThE CAMERA

HIDAC Detector
Each HIDAC detector module consists of four wire cham

bers and four converters arranged as shown schematically in
Figure 1A. Chambers two and three share a common (y)
cathode plane, but a double anode plane is neededto resolve
the ambiguity between converters two and three. The sensitive
area of the detector is 31 x 31 cm. The anode and cathode
wire pitch is 1mm, and the separation between the wire planes
(anode to cathode) is 3 mm. The converters are 5 mm thick
and are constructed from alternate layers oflead and fiberglass
insulation. The stacks are drilled with holes of 1 mm diameter
arranged in a triangular pattern with a center-to-center dis
tance of 1.16 mm. The entire assembly is enclosed in a leak
proofcontainer through which a mixture ofNe-C02 (8) flows
at a rate of â€”.-61/hr and at a pressure slightly in excess of
atmospheric.

An electric field of 12 kV/cm is applied perpendicular to
the converter stack to extract the gas ionization products
created by the photoelectron that escapes into the nearest hole
after the conversion ofa 51 1keY photon in the lead (Fig. 1B).
Electronavalanchingoccursin the strongelectricfieldwithin
the hole and, after extraction, the presence of the electrons is
detected by the anode wires in the chamber. The position of
the avalanche is localized by reading the signals induced by
the anode pulse on the orthogonally arranged wires ofthe two
adjacent cathode planes. A coding scheme (7,8) is used to
reduce the number, and hence cost, ofthe amplifiers required,
and the coded coordinates (x, y) and converter number (z) for
each detector are strobed into the computer after a valid
coincidence has been established.

Data Acquisition
The detectors are interfacedto the data acquisitioncom

puter, a special purpose, PDP1 1-compatible, pipe-lined micro
processor(10). Coordinate decodingand camera rotation is
controlled by the same microprocessor, which is linked to a
PDP11/44. Data buffersare transferredto the PDP11for list
mode storage and subsequent reconstruction. During data
acquisition, the camera rotates through 1800 in 20 angular
steps of 9Â°.The data includes information about the angular
position of the detectors and the imaging time at each angle.

ImageReconstruction
Reconstruction ofthe data is based on backprojection with

frequency-space filtering (9). During rotation, the HIDAC
camera measures essentially a very large number (â€˜-Vl0@)of
two-dimensional projections, although for statistical reasons,
each individual projection will be poorly determined (i.e.,
many of the parallel projection values p(u, v, 0, 4) will be
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FIGURE 1
A: Theinternalconstructionof the HIDACdetector,shown
schematically. The wire chambers arid converters are
stackedto increasedetectionefficiency.Chambers2 and
3 have a sharedV cathode plane, but separateanode
planesto resolvetheambiguitybetweenconverters2 and
3.Thewiresofthecathodeplanesarearrangedorthogo
nallyto provideboth X andV readout.B: The principleof
the photon converter.After photoeleCtricconversion(in
oneof the leadsheets)of an incidentphoton,a photoelec
tron is ejectedinto a holewhereit ionizesthe gas in the
detector. Under the influence of a strong electric field, the
ionizationproductsare extracted into the wire chamber
anddetected.

zero, where (u, v) are the projection coordinates and (0, 4) are
the projection angles). In practice, of course, annihilation
photons are collected at random and sorting of the data is
necessary if actual projections are required. To avoid data
sortingand the storageof the four-dimensionalarray p(u, v,
0, @)withmanyzeros,thefirststepin the reconstruction
algorithm is to backproject the events, line by line, through
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the three-dimensional reconstruction matrix. The second step
is then a frequency-space filtering to deconvolve the effects of
the camera point response function.

Backprojection. This is a procedure that is performed in
two steps: a calculation that relates the geometry of the im
aging region to the coordinates of each event, followed by an

iterative process in which the voxels are incremented by a
weight obtained from: (a) the length of intersection of the
event line with each voxel along the path; (b) the distance of
the event line from the center of rotation; and (c) the atten
uation factor for that event line.

The line lengthsare calculatedas illustratedin Fig.2A. For
simplicity, the two-dimensional analog is shown. For the event
line AB, the address ofthe first voxel and both the horizontal

h =@cos(@)4sIn(4@)

FIGURE2
A:Thecalculationof theline-lengthsusedinthebackpro
jection procedure.The event-lineAB enters the imaging
region at A. The step (measured along AB) to the first
horizontalplanecrossingis t@andto thefirst ver@calplane
crossing is t11.Since t@< t11,the photon leaves the pixel
(0, 1) through a horizontal plane and the contents of pixel
are incrementedby the lengthof the line intersectingthe
pixel (in this case by t@ â€”t10).B: The perpendicular
distance(h) of an event-line (AB)from the center of rotation
of the camera, $ is the maximum possible angle for an
event lineto be detecteda distanceh from the centerof
rotation.

and vertical step lengths between successive voxel boundaries
are determined as shown. The iteration then consists of: (a)
comparing the initial horizontal plane crossing with the initial
vertical plane crossing to determine which intersection occurs
first along the event line; (b) incrementingthat voxelby the
line length within the voxel; (c) stepping to the next adjacent
(horizontalor vertical)voxeland repeatingthe procedureuntil
the event line passesout of the imagingregion.

An event line (AB) that passes a distance h from the axis
ofrotation ofthe camera(Fig.2B)willbe detectedonlyduring
a fraction f = 2@/r of the time the camera requires to make a
complete rotation. The distance h is related to f by

h = D/2 cos(Tf/2) â€”S/2 sin(,rf/2),

where the sensitive area of the camera is of side D, and S is
the detector separation. The camera sensitivity is greatest for
event lines passing through the axis of rotation (11), and the

i:. +@ decreasing sensitivity with distance from this axis may be

compensated for by a scale factor that depends on h. Similarly,
the attenuation ofthe photons by the intervening body tissue
maybe correctedforby a scalefactorproportionalto exp@@d@,
where d is the length of intersection ofthe event line with the
attenuating medium and@ is an (assumed) constant linear
attenuation coefficientfor 511 keV photons. A more sophis
ticated correction, based on a transmissionscan, is possible
(12) provided the necessarydata are available.

Filtering. Correction of the backprojected image to com
pensatefor the camera point responsefunction is carried out
in frequency-space. This procedure involves three steps: (a)
three-dimensionalFourier transform of the backprojection
matrix;(b) multiplicationby the reciprocalofthe appropriate
filter function; and (c) inverse three-dimensional Fourier
transform.

The filteris the three-dimensionalFouriertransformof the
camerapoint responsefunction. This responsemay either be
measured with a point source, or assumed to be a function
that behaves as 1/ri within a region limited by the geometrical
acceptance of the camera (13). In the latter case, a closed
form expression for the Fourier transform may sometimes be

D found(14â€”16).Suchexpressionsshowa standardramp-like
behavior in three-dimensions, modified by angular factors
that arise from the limited acceptance of the detectors. It is
usuallynecessaryto further modifythe ramp function at high
frequencieswith a smoothing function, e.g., a Hanning win
dow(17), to preventexcessiveamplicationofthe noise in the
backprojection.

PERFORMANCE OF ThE CAMERA

Spatial Resolution
It is well known that the actual spatial resolution in the

image is affected by a number of factors other than the
intrinsic resolution of the detectors. These include physical
effects such as the range of the positron before annihilation
and the acolinearity of the annihilation photons, camera ef
fects such as the stability of the gantry, uniformity of the
detectors and the smoothing due to the filter used in the
reconstruction, and practical considerations such as patient or
organ motion. In clinical practice, the main limitations to
high resolution imaging may well be patient or organ move
ment, except perhaps for the brain.
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Line source widths are used to measure both the intrinsic
and reconstructed camera resolution. Figure 3A shows a pro
file through a 0.5 mm line source in air containing gallium
68 (6tGa); no camera rotation was performed and the profile
was obtained from a simple backprojection of the data onto

the plane containing the source. The FWHM is 1.5 mm for a
detector separation of 54 cm. The high intrinsic resolution is
due to the converter hole size, the wire pitch, the collimating
effect of the hole that limits the horizontal spread of the
avalanche across the wire chamber (Fig. 1B), and the precision
of the wire chamber read-out. Figure 3B shows a series of
profiles through a reconstruction of the same line source at
various distances from the center of the field-of-view. The
FWHM increases from @3mm close to the center ofthe field
of-view to 4 mm at a distance of 13 cm from the center. The
asymmetry observed in the profiles for distances greater than
â€”10cm from the center is due to the 9Â°angular step that
results in certain coincidence channels remaining unmeasured
throughout the camera rotation. A smaller angular step would
be necessary if a field-of-view greater than â€”18cm diameter
is required (11); a continuous rotation ofthe detectors would
eliminate the dependence ofthe field-of-view on the step size.

An important feature of the HIDAC camera is that the
spatial resolution in the axial direction (section thickness) is
the same as the resolution within the section. Thus, in imaging
situations where statistics permit, the data may be recon
structed in cubic voxels. Frontal and sagittal sections may be
displayed without interpolation, and an axial resolution of 3
mm contributes significantly to a reduction in the partial
volume effect (18).

Time Resolution
The time resolution (r) ofthe HIDAC detector is related to

the maximum time difference between the conversion of a
photon and the detection of the associated avalanche in the
wire chamber. This time difference is clearly dominated by
the avalanche propagation time, which depends on the electric
field, the gas mixture, and the converter thickness. The time
spectrum is a triangular distribution (7) which, for a 5-mm
thick converter with a field gradient of 12 kV/cm operated in
a 90% Ne-lO% CO2gas mixture, has a base ofwidth 40 nsec.
Thus, to include the majority of in-time coincidences, the
coincidence time window (2r) is set at 40 nsecs.

Sensitivityand CountRate
The intrinsic sensitivity of the HIDAC detector with four

converters is 12%, based on count rates measured in coinci
dence with a plastic scintillator. In practice, however, in an
imaging situation, the predicted event rates (based on the
12%) cannot be achieved. This is due to (a) rejection of valid
eventswith pulseheightsbelowthe electronicnoiselevel;and
(b) rejection of events that, even though they contribute to
the total count rate, generate invalid coordinate patterns (dou
ble events, cross-talk, etc.). Further event rejection occurs in
the softwarein order to satisfythe mathematicalconstraints
of the three-dimensional reconstruction algorithm (13). Fi
nally, as for any positron tomograph, a certain fraction of the
acquired events are accidental and scattered coincidences.

A pair ofdetectors, each with a sensitivity @,when operated
in coincidence, should yield an overall sensitivity of @2,i.e.,
1.4% for@ = 12%. The measured coincidence rate for a
sodium-22 (22Na)point source in air at the geometric center
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FIGURE3
A: A profilethrougha 0.5-mmdiameterline sourcecon
tamingÂ°@Ga.The source was positionedin a mid-plane
parallel to the stationary detectors. No rotation was per
formed, and the image of the source was reconstructed
by backprojectiononly.B: A seriesof profilesthroughthe
same 0.5-mm linesourceat0 cm, 5 cm, 10 cm, and 13
cm from the center of the field-of-view. Fulldata acquisition
was performedat each positionof the source, and the
image reconstructed by backprojection and filtering with a
cutoff at the Nyquist frequency.
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of the camera is 20 cps/@zCifor a chamber separation of 50
cm. For a standard 20-cm diameter phantom, 20 cm long, the
measured coincidence rate for an activity concentration ofO. 1
zCi/cm3 is 2,850 cps. Both for the point source and the
cylinder, the measured data rates are without the software
constraints required for shift-invariance ofthe point response
(13). Such constraints will reduce the effective data rate by a
factor of up to three, depending on the axial extent of the
radioisotope distribution. These measurements were made
with the current, four-converter, prototype; recent changes in
the electronics and chamber construction have already led to
improvements in the intrinsic detector sensitivity.

The maximum useful coincidence count rate achievable by
HIDAC detectors is limited, not by the singlesrate as in the
case ofa large sodium iodide crystal (19), but by the accidental
coincidencerate. This is becausethe wirechamberbehavesas
an assembly of individual detectors (wires) and, thus, can
sustain singles rates well in excess of 1mHz without significant
losses. The readout electronics, however, cannot operate with
out significant loss above 1 MHz because the effective dead
time is 1 @zsec.At a singles rate on each detector of S cps, the
accidental coincident rate A may be estimated from:

A -@S2.(2r).

It is the ratio ofA to the total coincidence rate that becomes
unacceptable when imaging at high singles rates; this is because
of the comparativelylong coincidenceresolvingtime (2r
40 nsec) and the low detection efficiency (12%). The fraction
of accidental coincidences is shown in Figure 4 as a function
of the total coincidence rate for the standard 20-cm diameter
phantom. At a total coincidence rate of 8 kHz, half of the
events are accidental coincidences. Because an increase in the
activity in the field-of-view results in a quadratic increase in
the accidentalsrate, whilethe true coincidencerate increases
only linearly,it is oftenpreferablewith the HIDACcamera to
image at low radioisotope levels. However, studies with a low
specific uptake, such as the brain, may be limited more by the
maximum permissable radiation dose to the patient than by
the accidental coincidence rate.

Even in studies where dose limitations do not occur, hard
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ware and software event rejection may substantially reduce
the expected data rate. When 4 mCi of 2-fluoro-deoxyglucose
(2-18FDG)is injected into a dog and the thorax is centeredin
the camera, a singles rate of 250 kHz is obtained with a raw
coincidence rate of 4.5 kHz. From Eq. (1), the expected
accidental coincidence rate is 2.7 kHz (i.e., 60% of the total
rate). After coordinate decoding and software constraints,
however, the coincidence rate is actually I.1 kHz, with an
accidentals rate (measured by introducing a 50 nsec delay into
one detector) of0.25 kHz (i.e., 22%). The software constraints,
by limiting events to a specific, three-dimensional region of
interest, preferentially reject accidentals that cross outside this
region. Thus, the information rate (i.e., useful data rate) may
be substantially lower than the total coincidence rate.

ScatteredRadiation
In the design of commercial positron cameras, much effort

is devoted to the elimination ofscattered photons. Area detec
tom such as the HIDAC can only be shielded from scatters
originating outside the field-of-view; photons that originate
from activity in the field-of-view, scatter in the patient and
remain within the camera acceptance may be detected as a
valid coincidence. Furthermore, HIDAC detectors cannot

(1) measure the incident photon energy explicitly because this
information is lost in the photon conversion process. At lower
incident photon energies, although a greater fraction of the
photons stop in the lead, the escape probability ofthe photoe
lectron decreases progressively. Measurements (8) have shown
that the intrinsic sensitivity has decreased by a factor of two
at 350 keV. Nevertheless, small-angle scatters with an energy
of 450â€”500keV will be detected with an efficiency close to
that for the unscattered radiation. The effect of scattered
radiation is to reduce the good coincidence rate and introduce
into the image a nonuniform background. A good scatter
correction is essential for quantitative PET studies.

The scatter fraction in a typical imaging situation may be
estimated using a â€œcold-spotâ€•cylinder, as previously described
(19). The cylinder contains three plastic rods of diameter 1
cm, 3 cm, and 5 cm that simulate regions ofzero activity. The
phantom was filled with a solution of68Ga and imaged in the
camera, during which a total of 1 million events was collected.
An accidental map was also recorded and subtracted from the
data. After reconstruction (Fig. 5) the background within the
cold regions that contain zero activity (and, thus, should
contain zero events) can be used to estimate approximately
the effect of events that are scattered. For this particular
phantom, the count density in the cold regions is @-30%of
the count density in the active regions of the cylinder, corre
sponding to a scatter fraction (the ratio ofscattered to unscat
tered coincidences) of 50%; for the purposes of this estimate,
the scatter background is assumed to be the same throughout
the cylinder. The procedure described here provides an esti
mate of the scatter fraction for this particular phantom, and
is not in general an effective technique for correcting the
image for scatter. Comparison with other tomographs is dif
ficult because of the special detector geometries and energy
windows, but scatter fractions of l5%â€”20%in a single slice
are typical for bismuth germanate (BOO) cameras (20).

Image Reconstruction
In a clinical environment, the data reconstruction time is

an important aspect of the overall camera performance. Even
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the surface of the organ. This surface may be displayed from
various viewpoints using standard shaded graphics techniques
(22). Although concealing the internal variations in tracer
uptake, such a three-dimensional display nevertheless gives a
global perspective ofthe organ that has potential applications,
for example, in surgery.

RESULTS

The imaging potential of the HIDAC camera is best
illustrated with specific examples. These include phan
tom studies, which reveal what may be achieved under
ideal imaging conditions, and clinical studies, which
show what can actually be achieved in practice.

Phantoms
In order to verify the reconstruction and attenuation

correction algorithms, a uniform cylinder 20 cm in
diameter was imaged with the camera. Figure 6A shows
a central, transverse section through the cylinder, and
Figure 6B shows a profile through the midpoint. The
image is for an acquisition of 1 million counts, includ
ing scattered and accidental coincidences.

The high spatial resolution capability of the camera
is demonstrated by an image of the Hoffman brain
phantom (Fig. 7) containing a solution of Na-'tF. The
phantom was positioned centrally in a transverse plane,
and the image contains 1 million counts. The section
thickness (2 cm) is sufficient to span the width of the
phantom so that the ratio ofcounts in the â€œgraymatterâ€•
region to counts in the â€œwhitematterâ€•region is close
to the expected ratio of 4:1.

Clinical Studies
In the absence ofan on-site cyclotron, clinical studies

are limited to those based on longer-lived radioisotopes
such as iodine- 124 (3241)(half-life, 4.2 days), cobalt-55
(55Co)(17.5 hr), and fluorine-18 (â€˜8F)(1 10 mm), and
to generator produced isotopes such as 6tGa (68 mm)
and rubidium-82 (t2Rb) (75 sec). The longer-lived iso
topes must be transported from a remote cyclotron on
a regular basis. Although studies involving oxygen-l5
(â€˜so)nitnogen-13(â€˜3N),andcanbon-l1(â€˜â€˜C)areex

FIGURE 6
A: A central transverse section
through a 20 cm diameteruniform
cylinderfilled with %a. The atten
uation correction was based on the
geometricalline length and a con
stantvalueof the attenuationcoeffi
cient @.B: A profilethroughthe mid
pointof Figure6A, showingthe uni
form camera response within a 20-
cm field-of-view.

FIGURE5
A centraltransversesectionthrougha coldspot phantom.
The phantomconsists of a cylinderof diameter20 cm
containingthreecoldspotsof diameter5 cm, 3 cm, and1
cm. The phantom was filled with mGa; the image contains
1millioncounts.Theellipticappearanceis a distortiondue
to thedisplayscreen.

at these relatively low acquisition rates, large quantities of
data can be accumulated during a study, requiring substantial
amounts of computing time to analyze. The most time con
suming aspect of the image reconstruction is the backprojec
tion, which requires direct access to the three-dimensional
image matrix. Thus, although the basic algorithm is simple,
up to 128 memory accesses must be performed for each event.
Without resorting to special purpose hardware, a 16-bit
processor (e.g., PDP1 1/44) backprojects at a rate ofabout 150
events/sec, while a 32-bit processor (e.g., VAX 11/750) per
forms the same task at a rate of 450â€”500events/sec. The
Fourier deconvolution, on the other hand, takes 35 mm on
the PDPI 1 compared with 2â€”3mm on the VAX, both times
for an image matrix of 64 x 64 x 64 voxels. Thus, for a study
comprising 1 million events, reconstruction of 64 sections of
64x 64pixelstakes2.4hronthePDP11and0.6hronthe
VAX,a reductionofa factor4 in processingtime. Substantial
further improvements will necessitate the use of specially
designed hardware; studies indicate that real-time backprojec
tion into an image matrix of 128 x 128 x 128 should be
possible for data rates of up to 10 kHz.

After reconstruction, the data may be displayed as trans
verse, sagittal, or frontal sections. In addition, the contours
delineating the active border ofthe organ on each section may
be linked into a three-dimensional grid of points that defines
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FIGURE 7
A transverseseCtionthroughtheHoffmanbrainphantom
filledwitha solutionof Na-18F.Theimagecontains1million
counts and the pixel size is 2 x 2 mm. The attenuation
correction procedure was the same as for Figure 6A. After
background subtraction, the mean count densities were
determined for regions of interest both inside and outside
the cortex.Theratiocortex to noncortexwas foundto be
3.8.

cluded without a cyclotron close to the camera, useful
clinical work can still be done with the isotopes avail
able. Typical applications include bone imaging (â€˜8F),
thyroid imaging (1241),liven imaging (6tGa-colloid), tu
mon imaging (55Co-bleomycin), and brain and heart
metabolism studies (â€˜8F-glucose).The glucose studies
are recent additions to the program and the results,
when available, will be reported elsewhere. Some results
of the 55Cotumor imaging studies are now available
(21). The three studies illustrated in Figures 8, 9, and

10 may be regarded as applications for which the
HIDAC camera is particularly suited. A detailed analy
sis of the results from the thyroid program is reported
elsewhere (23).

DISCUSSION

It is evident from the applications presented herein
that for studies with good tracer uptake such as liver,
thyroid, and bone, the HIDAC positron camera yields
high quality images. Favorable target-to-background
ratio combined with the uptake of a large fraction of
the administered activity in the organ ofinterest enables
full advantage to be taken ofthe high spatial resolution
of the camera. The amount of radioactivity within the
camera field-of-view should also be sufficient to give an
adequate data rate without an excessive number of

FIGURE 8
A patientwith a metastaticbonetumor in the left parietal
regionof the skull.The tumor (arrowed)clearlyshows a
significantlyincreaseduptakeof 18F.

accidental coincidences. The data must be acquired in
an imaging time that is acceptable to the patient, with
the assumption that the radioisotope distribution re
mains static during this period.

To date, the correction for attenuation has been
limited to a geometric correction based on an estimate
of the body contour and a constant value for the linear
attenuation coefficient. Such a procedure is inadequate

FIGURE 9
A three-dimensional,shaded-surfacedisplayof a thyroid.
Thethyroidsurfaceisviewedfrontally,withthe lightsource
at the observer.Thegrayscalerepresentsthe amountof
lightreflectedfromthe surface.
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quantitation will necessitate improved corrections for
photon attenuation and scatter, as mentioned above.

CONCLUSIONS

The HIDAC positron camera is a comparatively
inexpensive tomographic imaging device, which has
proved to be reliable and easy to maintain during the
past 2 yr of operation in a clinical environment. Open
ated in conjunction with a radioisotope generator, it
has been used in a number of routine clinical applica
tions within a standard nuclear medicine department.
For these applications, the benefits of good spatial
resolution and three-dimensional imaging of particular
organs outweigh the potential disadvantages associated
with the low intrinsic sensitivity and long-time resolu
tion ofsuch cameras. Nevertheless, it is evident that the
requirement for rotation during data acquisition pne
cludes the possibility of following fast, dynamic proc
esses with a dual-detector HIDAC camera. Although
the addition of extra pairs of detectors could eliminate,
or at least reduce, the rotation requirement, a sensitivity
in coincidence of around 2% for a detector pair will
necessitate scan times for most imaging applications of
several minutes in order to ensure adequate statistics in
the final image; the radioisotope distribution should
remain unchanged during this time.
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